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An estimated $11.4 million budget cut from the state will force Eastern
Michigan University to take a number of steps, including laying off
personnel, to bala nee its fiscal year 2012 budget.
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Personnel layoffs inevitable to
balance FY 2012 budget, say
top EMU officials

By Ron Podell

Top University officials delivered that news at the latest campus budget
forum, which took place in the Student Center Auditorium May 3.
"To be candid and
honest, if we need
to identify $12
million to $24
million, there will
be personnel
reductions," said
John Lumm, EMU's
chief financial
officer. "We don't
want to have to do
that, but it will be
part of any scenario
we have."
Eastern Michigan
University President
Susan Martin was
even more specific,
saying the Board of
Regents and a
BUDGET BREAKDOWN: John Lumm, Eastern
Faculty Senate
Michigan University's chief financial officer,
recommendation
discusses how the University's budget is funded
request a closer
look at the costs of during a budget forum in the Student Center
administration and Auditorium May 3. Lumm and EMU President
where potential cuts Susan Martin stressed that balancing the budget
while facing an $11.4 million cut in state
can be made.
funding will include layoffs.

"The Board has
directed us to look very hard at 'How much administration do you need?
How many administrators do you need? How much can you reduce in
administration?' ... They're pushing us very hard on that, as the Faculty
Senate resolution did. That is our first and foremost charge," Martin said.
Under a higher education budget plan presented by Gov. Rick Snyder, the
University faces a 15-percent cut in state reductions, which amounts to
approximately $11.4 million. If EMU raises tuition 7 percent (under
Snyder's plan, the highest at which public universities would be allowed to
do so to receive a tuition incentive grant) and EMU saw a minimum
2-percent increase in student credit hour growth, the University would raise
roughly $13 million to more than cover the projected state funding deficit of
$11.4 million. Lumm said a 1-percent increase in tuition equals $1.9 million
in revenue.
But according to a PowerPoint handout distributed by Lumm, the University
would still have to cover an approximate $12 million gap to cover increases
in basic costs, which includes scheduled pay increases ($3.3 million),
financial aid ($3.3 million), health care/other cost inflation ($2.3 million), all
other contingency ($1.6 million), volume related instruction ($800,000) and
the Science Complex addition ($700,000).
The "volume-related instruction" cost provision reflects the University's
assumption that student credit hours will increase in FY12 over FYll and

that additional instructional costs (faculty or lecturer overloads, adjunct
lecturers) would be required to support the higher credit hours, Lumm said
in comments he made outside of the budget forum.
Tuition rates far from determined
While 7 percent is a tuition increase number that has been mentioned often
since the governor announced his plan, nothing has yet been carved in
stone, Martin said.
"I certainly will be recommending a tuition-and-fee increase to the board.
How much, I don't know," Martin said. "How much they're willing, I don't
know. And I don't know if they do, either."
Martin did say, however, she did not expect EMU could offer a zero percent
increase again and that she will note that she is not recommending another
"0-0-0" to the Board.
"If we do zero, it will have an impact on the quality of education offered,"
she said.
The total challenge EMU faces before any tuition increase or cost savings
are implemented is $24 million, Lumm said.
"No one wants to raise tuition without having gone through a robust,
thoughtful alternative," Lumm said. "We're trying to paint a picture of what
a $24 million roadmap might look like."
A closer look
While Lumm noted legal affairs and the department of public safety would
be held harmless from budget cuts, he said "everyone else was given a
target as to what it would take to get there."
"It isn't what we're doing," he said. "It's what it would take to get there."
To illustrate this, Lumm presented a "what if" cost savings and revenue
enhancements pie chart. The graphic presented $15 million in divisional
savings, $5 million to limit/avoid cost increases, $2 million for business
improvements and another $2 million in net revenues.
Under divisional savings, Lumm provided target cuts of 6 percent for
divisions in Academic Affairs and 10 percent for all others. These would be
achieved by reduction in staff levels and cutting travel and SS & M,
according to the handout.
Under limiting or avoiding cost increases, some first cost-cutting steps were
taken April 20 when Martin announced the following:
• Implementation of a pay freeze for the 2011-2012 fiscal year for all
employees not under union contracts;
• Elimination of cell phone reimbursement (possible exceptions related
to safety, security and contractual considerations);
• Presidential approval will be required for all international travel and
honorariums;
• Presidential approval to fill open positions continues; and,
• Divisional savings assessments continue. Specific reductions, as
indicated previously, will be strategic and not across the board.
An outline of business improvements would include making ancillary and
general fund-supported activities more self-sustaining and creating savings
for purchasing-related and other business processes.
At its April 14 meeting, the Board of Regents approved a 2.15 percent
increase in its room-and-board rates.
"Some believe this will be the lowest (room-and-board rate) in the state,"
Martin said. "Most of that (increase) is the cost of food."
One audience member asked whether EMU could dip into its reserves for

one year as a way to help weather the budget storm.
While Lumm said it was a good question, he stressed the University would
not use that alternative to balance its budget.
"All you're doing (when using reserves) is kicking the can forward and
prolonging the need to make difficult decisions," Lumm said.
The University recently had its credit rating reviewed by Moody's, which
commended EMU for its "fiscal discipline," which included not dipping ito
reserves, Lumm said. That is why the bond-rating agency left the
University's bond rating unchanged, Lumm said.
Athletics scrutinized

The University's athletics budget, which has been hotly debated on campus
in recent months, also received a fair bit of discussion.
Martin said she knows that everyone does not support athletics, but that
the program brings in students who contribute to EMU's graduation rate.
The University's recent NCAA self-study revealed that EMU's student-athlete
graduation rate is 55 percent, compared to 38 percent for the general
student body.
"We can generate revenues with facilities that are paid for," Martin said of
Rynearson Stadium and the Convocation Center. "We just need to sell those
seats."
Mark Higbee, an EMU professor of history, asked Martin whether she ever
envisioned "a conceivable scenario" where EMU makes money from football
and men's basketball.
"Can they break even, ever?" Higbee asked.
"Given the size of our venues, it's feasible. But not every season," Martin
responded. "In Division I, I don't ever think we'll be self-sustaining (as an
athletics department). I do believe it's feasible men's basketball could
sustain itself by generating revenues and support other (non-revenue)
sports. Possibly football."
For example, Lumm said if men's basketball could increase home
attendance by 2,000 per game, that scenario would roughly equate to
$250,000 in additional revenues a year over the course of 13 or 14 home
dates.
"Basically, we're trying to get the performance up to how our Olympic-level
(non-revenue) sports teams perform," Lumm said.
To satisfy Title IX and NCAA certification requirements, Martin said EMU will
spend approximately $150,000 to fund an assistant women's volleyball
coach and an additional trainer for women athletes, as well as provide
additional travel budget funding for the women's rowing team.
In addition, EMU plans to spend approximately $995,000 in one-time capital
costs, the majority for investments in facilities for women's tennis, rowing,
softball, soccer and swimming. Of that, Martin said the athletics department
has already obtained approximately $180,000 in donations toward those
facilities.
"I don't think we will raise all of the costs, but we're off to a good start,"
Martin said.
What's next?

In addition to its internal budget issues, the University faces external
challenges. If the state's community colleges are able to offer four-year
degrees, Martin said. A bill to that effect currently has 49 sponsors and will
be reintroduced in Lansing, she said.
In addition, the State House of Representatives, on May 6, approved a
state education budget bill that includes an additional 5 percent cut to those
Michigan universities, including EMU, that offer domestic partner benefits.
Eastern would have to eliminate that benefit in order to avoid an additional

5 percent cut from the state. This development was relayed to campus via
an all-campus e-mail May 6.
"We do feel a very serious weight on our shoulders to develop a budget that
makes sense for our students and their families," Martin said.
The University Budget Council is expected to meet twice, May 10 and 17.
The Board of Regents has scheduled a pre-finance conference call May 25.
The Board is expected to take action on a FY2012 budget at its June 21
meeting.
For a video presentation of the budget forum, go to http://www.emich.edu
/video/index.php?id=P156_recent. For a Power Point presentation of
budget information handed out at the forum, go to http://www.emich.edu
/busfin/docs/budget-forum-may-4-2011.pdf
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May 10, 2011 issue
Provost Jack Kay
resigns, going to
faculty July 1

By Walter Kraft and
from staff reports
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Provost and Executive Vice President Jack Kay announced April 21 that he will step
down from his post at the end of June. He has made this decision for personal
reasons and will be returning to the classroom as a Professor in the Department of
Communication, Media and Theatre Arts. Provost Kay indicates that he is looking
forward to resuming his career as a teacher-scholar and to continue contributing to
the success of Eastern Michigan University.
In his April 28 Academic Affairs newsletter that was e-mailed to
campus, Kay provided a further message on his decision to step
down.
His letter reads as follows:
Dear Colleagues,
Last Thursday (April 21), I notified President Martin of my
resignation as provost and executive vice president, effective June
30, 2011. The reasons for my resignation are personal. During the
last several months, I have reflected on my professional and
personal pursuits, leading me to the conclusion that I need to
Kay
spend more time with family. I feel that I can better serve Eastern
Michigan University and myself by resuming my career as a
teacher-scholar, joining colleagues in the Department of Communication, Media and
Theatre Arts in the fall. I have agreed to assist with efforts to increase EMU's
competitiveness in securing external grant funding as a special liaison to the Office for
Reearch Development (ORD).
We have done many good things together during the two years I have had the honor
of serving as provost. Together, we took important steps to help our students
become more successful, improving student retention. Together, we increased our
commitment to international activity at EMU, allocating over $200,000 to support
competitive grants that advance international activity by our faculty and students. We
successfully negotiated contracts with the EMU-AAUP and the EMU-FT (lecturers), and
are in (the) process of negotiating the inaugural contract with our adjunct lecturers.
We received a half-million-dollar grant from the Woodrow Wilson Foundation to
develop and mentor a new generation of teachers. We inaugurated important
dialogues and conversations on such issues as race, diversity and student success. We
continued the strong commitment to undergraduate and graduate research by
securing more stable funding for the Undergraduate Research Symposium and the
Graduate Research Fair, at the same time expanding undergraduate research
fellowships and increasing the stipend for graduate students. I would have liked to
see greater progress in creating new academic programs and enhancing existing
academic programs that show high and sustainable demand. I hope that all of
academic affairs will come together as a team to support such opportunities in the
future.
I have enjoyed working with President Martin and the fine leadership team that she
has brought together. I have enjoyed working with all of the faculty and stafff in the
provost's office. I have appreciated the relationship and interaction I have had with
the Faculty Senate. I have enjoyed working with the excellent faculty, students, staff
and alumni that make Eastern Michigan University such a great place.
I now look forward to wokring with all of you in a role that I love, as a teacher
scholar. Thank you for everything.
Cordially,

Jack Kay
For an interview where Kay discusses his decision in more depth, check out the
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It took more than a year and resulted in more than 250 pages of reports compiled
from the efforts of approximately 60 people serving on five different committees.
May 10, 2011 issue

NCAA certification
forum focuses on
gender equity

By Geoff Larcom

But the long and rigorous NCAA certification reporting process is nearly over for
Eastern Michigan. A study that began with a conference call last April 29 that included
President Susan Martin, Athletic Director Derrick Gragg, Vice President for
Communications Walter Kralt and an NCAA representative will reach a milestone
when the University submits its reports to the NCAA by May 13.
The purpose of the
process is to ensure
integrity in a school's
athletics operations. The
process has traditionally
included a self-study, an
NCAA review, a visit
from outside peer
reviewers and then a
final decision on
certification. The
accreditation process
has been required of
every Division I
institution every 10
years. EMU's last study
occurred in 2001-02.
This year offered a new GENDER EQUITY: Kay Woodiel (second from left),
wrinkle, however, as the professor in the College of Health and Human
NCAA decided in April to Sciences, makes a point about gender equity after a
review its certification
question was raised by an audience member during
process while declaring a an April 18 forum to discuss Eastern Michigan
moratorium on further University's NCAA recertification report. Woodiel,
studies. The 40 or so
along with Rhonda Delong (far left), EMU's director
schools undergoing the of Web communications and new media, co-chaired
process this year have the gender equity committee with Woodiel. Also
pictured (from left) are Ellen Gold, who chaired the
been asked to submit
their reports, the results student-athlete well being committee; Melody Reifel
Werner, associate athletics director and compliance
of which will be
determined as the NCAA officer for EMU Athletics; and EMU President Susan
redesigns the process.
Martin.
The University, led by
Kralt, who served as chair of the steering committee that oversaw the study,
conducted a forum April 18 in the Student Center to update the campus community
on the process.
At the forum, and during the previous week's meeting of the Board of Regents, Kralt
outlined the committees and their areas of study at EMU.
The committees and their findings included the following recommendations:
Governance and commitment to rules compliance , chaired by Larry Barkoff,
EMU's assistant general counsel. This committee recommended strengthening the
role of the Intercollegiate Athletic Advisory Committee at EMU.
Academic integrity, chaired by Arnold Fleischmann, chair of EMU's Political Science

Department. The committee had no new recommendations, as it found equal
treatment fo male and female athletes, and a strong academic support system for all
athletes.
At the April 18 forum, Fleischmann noted the relatively strong academic performance

of EMU's athletes, who graduate at a SS-percent rate over a six-year period,
compared to 38 percent for the general student body. Reasons for those higher levels
include the advising, housing and financial aid resources available to athletes.
"The more we can learn about this and transfer it to the institution as a whole, (the
better)," Fleischmann said.
Gender Issues, chaired by Kay Woodie!, professor in the College of Health and
Human Services; and Rhonda Delong, EMU's director of web communications.
Gender equity was a major focus for the NCAA.
The committee recommended establishing a Gender Equity Committee in athletics,
with university-wide participation. The committee would provide an annual report to
the president on gender equity in EMU athletics.
The committee's recommendations also include additional funding of $100,000 for the
rowing team, an additional assistant volleyball coach, locker room upgrades for the
women's track and field team, and completion of the gymnastics locker room.
Diversity Issues, chaired by James Gallaher, chief human resources officer. The
committee found a solid foundation of diversity in the athletics programs, but offered
two plans for improvement.
Those included an annual campus-wide diversity climate survey. The composition of
the surveyed group - from faculty, staff and students - is to be determined. In
addition, the committee recommended assessing perceptions of how women and
minority groups are treated in the athletics department hiring process.
Student-athlete well being , chaired by Ellen Gold, executive director of EMU
Health Services. Overall, the committee found an excellent support system for the
well being of athletes. But the group did recommend developing a communication
plan to increase awareness and participation in the existing "Champs Life Skills"
program for athletes.
Members of the EMU women's club lacrosse team attended the campus forum along
with their coach, Zachary Maghes. The group is seeking to become a varsity sport at
Eastern.
President Susan Martin noted that EMU already has 21 varsity sports, but told the
group to put together a proposal, which it has quickly done.
Eastern Michigan officials at the forum noted that one of the gender equity challenges
EMU faces is the NCAA standard of proportionality. That is, "Does your athletics
participation mirror the composition of your student body?"
Eastern Michigan's student body is approximately 60 percent female and 40 percent
male, the opposite of its athletics composition, which is heavily influenced by the
large roster needed in football.
But in assessing schools, the NCAA also factors in an institution's recent progress in
the area of gender issues, and also notes whether an institution's athletics programs
mirror the expressed needs of the student body.
President Martin noted that every NCAA institution faces such challenges. She said
that EMU had not been adequately funding rowing, and cited the collaborative efforts
of EMU, Ypsilanti Township and Saline High School in securing a state grant that will
help fund a new boathouse and rowing facility on Ford Lake.
Martin noted that funds have been donated to help fund various athletics
improvements, including $50,000 for baseball and $130,000 for women's tennis.
She also reiterated the goal of making EMU's two greatest potential revenue
producers - football and men's basketball - more competitive and, thus, a better
draw for fans.
Kraft praised the extensive efforts of the committee heads and their professional
handling of the rigorous study process.
"We certainly wanted to do this right," he said.
For more information on the process, see http://www.emich.edu/ncaa-certification/
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EMU'S College of
Education again earns
professional
reaccreditation from
NCATE

By Geoff Larcom

Studies show that teacher quality is the most important factor in student
achievement. But how do we know that our children's teachers enter the classroom
ready to help them learn?
Professional accreditation is one way to ensure the public that schools of education
are graduating well-qualified teachers ready for today's classrooms. The National
Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) announced April 21 its
decision to re-accredit the professional education programs at Eastern Michigan
University.
Eastern Michigan University has
been continuously accredited by
NCATE, which is the standard of
excellence in teacher preparation,
since the council's inception in
1954. The current accreditation is
valid through 2017.

NCGTE

The Standard of Excellence
in Teacher Preparation

"EMU has a storied history in the
COE RECERTIFIED: The College of Education
preparation of educators, dating
recently received reaccreditation from
back to its beginning as a Normal the National Council for Accreditation of
School in 1849," said Shawn
Teacher Education (NCATE).
Quilter, interim dean of the College
of Education. "Today's
announcement reaffirms the quality of our students, faculty and programs at EMU. It
also demonstrates our ongoing commitment to excellent programs and continuous
improvement in educator preparation."
The re-accreditation is based on a fall 2010 site visit, and a rigorous review of data
supporting program quality and continuous improvement. It represents the
culmination of seven years of significant efforts and achievements of the educator
preparation programs of EMU, Quilter said.
NCATE accreditation includes all programs, both undergraduate and graduate, that
prepare teachers, counselors and administrators for professional roles in K-12 school
settings.
The council requires institutions to provide evidence that prospective educators
possess the requisite knowledge, skills and dispositions to positively affect the
learning and development of diverse students. Teachers, for example, must know
and understand the subject matter they plan to teach and be able to teach effectively
so that all students learn.
The accreditation process also requires the institution to have an assessment system
in place in order to ensure continuous improvement, as well as evidence of
appropriate field experiences, diversity, quality faculty and resources.
Eastern Michigan's educator preparation programs currently enroll 3, 700 students in
four colleges, 19 departments and dozens of programs. There are more than 200
faculty members, lecturers and clinical supervisors involved in the preparation of
educators at EMU. Each academic year, approximately 800 student teachers conduct
their field experiences in local schools.
Since initiating a rating system for teacher preparation institutions in 2008, the
Michigan Department of Education has rated the teacher preparation program at EMU
as "exemplary" each year. Eastern Michigan is one of only 11 institutions in Michigan
with national accreditation in educator preparation and one of only two institutions in
the state to have continuously held NCATE accreditation since 1954. It also is the only
institution in the Midwest region with specialized accreditation in 24 distinctive
programs.
"The accreditation process was a collaborative effort, coordinated by the College of

Education," Quilter said. "Faculty and staff from many departments across campus
worked together to demonstrate how educator preparation programs at EMU are
meeting - or exceeding - professional standards."
Quilter said that partnerships are an important part of such success. He cited
collaborations with K-12 school partners, the Michigan Department of Education,
faculty, students, staff and alumni.
"The Office of the Provost provided support and resources to make this accreditation
process a great success," Quilter said.
NCATE currently accredits 623 institutions, which produce two-thirds of the nation's
new teacher graduates each year.
The U. S. Department of Education recognizes NCATE as a specialized accrediting
body for schools, colleges and departments of education. NCATE includes more than
30 professional and policymaker organizations, representing millions of Americans
committed to quality teaching.
For more information about Eastern Michigan educator preparation programs, visit
http://www.emich.edu/coe/. Information about NCATE is available at
http: //www.ncate.org.
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Jann Joseph, an administrator at Grand Valley State University who has extensive
experience in supporting teacher education and faculty and curriculum development,
has been appointed dean of the College of Education at Eastern Michigan University.
May 10, 2011 issue
Jann Joseph appointed
dean of EMU's College
of Education

By Geoff Larcom

Since 2006, Joseph has served as associate dean for professional
development and administration in Grand Valley State's College of
Liberal Arts & Sciences. Her responsibilities encompassed a broad
array of faculty and curricular oversight.
Major projects included supporting development of a new major for
elementary school teachers, serving on a design team, overseeing
moves of 115 faculty into a new, LEED certified building, and
initiating and implementing a college mentoring program.
"I am excited to join Eastern Michigan University as dean of the
College of Education - a college that is a leader in preparing
education professionals in Michigan and in the nation," Joseph said.
J osep h
"At a time when higher education institutions are being asked to do
more with less funding, EMU is answering the call."
Joseph said the College of Education is positioned to lead in preparing teachers to
meet the challenges of a nation that is becoming increasingly diverse.
"I am looking forward to working with colleagues in the arts and sciences to help
increase the number of underrepresented minorities who pursue teaching careers in
math and sciences," Joseph said. "The faculty's commitment to students is inspiring,
and I am eager to join my new colleagues to support the development of new
teachers who will be leaders and change agents in pre-K-12 schools and beyond."
Joseph also is being appointed as a professor of teacher education, with tenure. Her
appointments are effective July 1, 2011, subject to the approval of the EMU Board of
Regents. Her annual salary will be $155,000.
"Professor Joseph brings to Eastern Michigan University a strong commitment to
shared governance, a wealth of experience as an administrator and faculty member,
and a deep belief in the mission and values of EMU and its College of Education, " said
Jack Kay, EMU's provost and executive vice president.
Prior to her present role, Joseph served for four years as group science/integrated
science program coordinator at Grand Valley. She chaired a group of 14 faculty
members that developed a state-certified science major for K-8 teachers.
Joseph also is a professor in Grand Valley's Department of Biology-Science Education,
where she teaches a variety of introductory and advanced courses, including the
capstone class for the integrated science major for elementary school teachers.
Her broad variety of recently funded grants and recent publications focus on
mentoring, support and assessment for science teachers and students.
Joseph received her doctorate in curriculum and instruction (science education) at the
University of Wisconsin in Madison. She received a master's degree in plant science
and a bachelor's degree in agriculture from the University of the West Indies at St.
Augustine in Trinidad and Tobago.
Joseph replaces Vernon Polite, who died in March 2010 at age 61 after serving as COE
dean for more than five years. Shawn Quilter, associate dean for academic
accountability and teacher certification at the college, has been serving as interim
dean.
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Rob Murphy, an assistant coach at Syracuse University for the past seven years, has
been named the new head men's basketball coach at Eastern Michigan University.
May 10, 2011 issue
EMU names Syracuse's
Rob Murphy as new
head basketball coach

From Sports
Informat i o n
Department reports

Murphy, who grew up and coached in Detroit, described the opportunity as a "dream
job" before a crowd of more than 100 who turned out for a press conference in the
Convocation Center atrium April 21.
"I've prepared myself all
of my life to be a head
coach," said an
emotional Murphy, who
became choked up on a
few occasions upon
being introduced. "I've
continuously worked
each and every day to
get better. EMU is a
perfect fit. This is not a
stepping stone for me.
We're going to build the
program from the
ground up."
T he 38-year-old Murphy
is familiar with the state
of Michigan a�er
spending six years
NEW COACH : Rob Murphy, an assistant basketball
coaching in the Detroit
coach at Syracuse University the past seven years,
Public School League
was named EMU's new head basketball coach during
(1996-2002), three as
a press conference in the Convocation Center atrium
the head boys'
April 2 1 . A Detroit native, Murphy called the position
basketball coach at
his dream job.
Detroit Crockett
Technical High School.
He led Crockett to the Class B State Championship in 2000-01.
"We are excited about having Rob Murphy leading our men's basketball program into
the future," said EMU Director of Athletics Derrick Gragg. "Coach Murphy has been on
the staff of two outstanding college basketball programs and was also a highly
successful high school head coach in Detroit, leading Crockett to the Class B State
Championship in 2000-01, and was the associate head coach on the staff of the
Detroit Central High School team that won the Class A state title in 1997-98. We feel
that his experience with outstanding teams has prepared him for this opportunity."
Murphy will be paid $210,000 annually, with a $15,000 radio stipend as part of a
five-year contract. His contract includes incentives for victories, post-season
opportunities, high level of performance in Mid-American Conference play and for
actual attendance figures.
"We can win here. Most coaches say it takes two, three, four years to develop a
winner," said Murphy. "I don't like losing. It doesn't sit well with me. The plan is to
win as soon as we can."
At the same time, Murphy said he wants to do it "the right way," making sure all of
his players graduate. He also wants to tie EMU's storied basketball past with its
future, and urged former EMU players, some of who were in the crowd, to become
part of a team family he said he wants to strengthen.
Murphy said his recruiting strategy starts in Michigan - specifically mentioning
Detroit, Saginaw and Flint - and then expand into the Midwest, he said.
A 1996 graduate of Central State University in Wilberforce, Ohio, Murphy was a

two-year starter on the basketball team and the team's Defensive Player of the Year
as a senior.
After graduating from Central State, Murphy returned to his hometown of Detroit to
begin his coaching career at Detroit Central High School as the associate head coach
in 1996-98. Central won the state Class A championship in 1997-98 after finishing
runner-up in 1996-97.
Murphy then moved over to become the head boys basketball coach at Crockett
Technical High School. After his first team posted a 5-13 mark, the Rockets improved
to win three consecutive Class B District titles and captured the state championshi p in
2000-01. His Crockett teams had a 64-27 record and he was named All-Metro Coach
of the Year by the Detroit Free Press in 2000-01.
From Crockett, Murphy joined the Kent State University staff for two seasons,
2002-03 and 2003-04. Those teams turned in back-to-back 22-9 seasons on the way
to two Mid-American Conference East Division crowns. Both teams were invited to the
National Invitation Tournament (NIT).
,e!'!===-------, After that successful two-year
stint as an assistant for the
Golden Flashes, Murphy
joined Head Coach Jim
Boeheim's Syracuse
University men's basketball
program as an assistant.
During his seven years on the
staff, the Orange recorded a
180-67 overall record and
played in the postseason
every year, with five NCAA
appearances and two NIT
stops.
The supportive crowd at the

press conference included
TEAM TALK: Rob Murphy, EMU's new head
basketball coach, talks with members of his new Derrick Coleman, who starred
at Syracuse from 1987 - 1990
team. As an assistant coach at the collegiate
and later played 15 season in
level, Murphy has been a member of seven
winning Syracuse University teams (five NCAA the NBA, primarily with the
New Jersey Nets; and Antonio
and two NIT appearances) and two Kent State
Gates, a forward who played
teams, which both made the NIT.

at Kent State and who went
on to become an all-pro tight
end with the San Diego Chargers. Murphy was an assistant coach at Kent State during
Gates' senior year and was an associate head coach at Detroit Central High School,
where Gates led that team to a high school class A state championship.
A native of Detroit, Murphy attended Mumford High School, where he graduated in
1991 after lettering in both football and basketball, earning All-State honors in
football.
Murphy and his wife, TeNesha, have one son, Robert II (3), and a daughter, Ryann
(10 months). For a video of Murphy's press conference, go to http: //www.emich.edu
/video/video_subset. php?m=15- Ron Podell contributed to this report.
COACHING EX PERIENCE
2010-11 Syracuse University Assistant Men's Basketball Coach 27-8 (NCAA
Tournament)
2009-10 Syracuse University Assistant Men's Basketball Coach 30-5 (NCAA
Tournament)
2008-09 Syracuse University Assistant Men's Basketball Coach 28-10 (NIT)
2007-08 Syracuse University Assistant Men's Basketball Coach 21-14 (NIT)
2006-07 Syracuse University Assistant Men's Basketball Coach 24-11
(NCAA Tournament)
2005-06 Syracuse University Assistant Men's Basketball Coach 23-12
(NCAA Tournament)

2004-05 Syracuse University Assistant Men's Basketball Coach 27-7 (NCAA
Tournament)
2003-04 Kent State University Assistant Men's Basketball Coach 22-9 (NIT)
2002-03 Kent State University Assistant Men's Basketball Coach 21-10
(NIT)
2001-02 Detroit Crockett H.S. Head Boys Basketball Coach
2000-01 Detroit Crockett H.S. Head Boys Basketball Coach Class B District
Champs
1999-00 Detroit Crockett H.S. Head Boys Basketball Coach Class B State
Champs;
1998-99 Detroit Crockett H.S. Head Boys Basketball Coach Class B District
Champs
1997-98 Detroit Central H.S. Associate Head Boys Basketball Coach Class A
State Champs
1996-97 Detroit Central H.S. Associate Head Boys Basketball Coach Class A
State runnerup
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Ann (whose name is changed to provide anonymity) never had a drinking problem
until she had bariatric surgery, a procedure that helps the morbidly obese lose a
significant amount of weight by reducing the size of the stomach.
May 10, 2011 issue
EMU team investigates
link between bariatric
surgery, substance
abuse

By Pamela Young

"Things were just different alter surgery. At first, things were
going great. I had good support, and my eating, lifestyle and
diet were under control for years," she said. "Then, one
night, I just had this tiny little glass of wine, and it made me
feel so good. I don't know how a normal person would react
to alcohol, but to me, it was an amazing feeling. That's what
started it.
"Alter that first taste of wine, I just started drinking more
and more. I think it was about two months from my first
drink to having a bottle a day...before long, I was up to two
bottles of wine a day. I was passing out and when I tried to
detox myself, I started hallucinating. One day, my son said
"Daddy, Mommy's passed out again" (sobs) ... and that was
just it for me...I knew I needed help."

Saules

Although most patients do well alter this type of surgery, an Eastern Michigan
University team has identified a significant complication. A number of bariatric
patients become addicted to pills or alcohol alter surgery.
In 2006, doctors at Brighton Hospital, a comprehensive addiction treatment center in
Livingston County, first noticed that an increasing number of patients who had
bariatric surgery were seeking treatment for substance use problems. The hospital's
medical director mentioned the trend to Karen Saules, an EMU psychology professor
and an expert in the intersection of eating and addictive behavior.
In 2009, with the help of EMU psychology students, Saules began to investigate. Alter
examining 7,200 medical records, the team confirmed that 2 percent to 6 percent of
patients admitted for substance abuse treatment from 2006-2009 had previously
undergone bariatric surgery. Saules and her students began a more systematic
approach by collecting data directly from post-bariatric patients themselves, using
interviews and questionnaires.
The team's initial research found that:
• Patients face social, psychological and medical realities alter bariatric surgery,
which may contribute to addiction. Thus, bariatric patients may need extra
help in handling the emotional challenges and unexpected changes of their
post-surgical lives.
• Traditionally, people in substance abuse programs have a long drug-abuse
history with a variety of drugs and are more likely to be men. Bariatric
patients in the study, however, were more likely to be women, and more than
half had no history of substance abuse before their surgeries. Alcohol and pain
pills were almost exclusively their drugs of choice.
• Bariatric patients absorb and experience the effects of alcohol and drugs very
quickly and intensely. Once they begin using alcohol or drugs, use escalates
quickly, and problems can develop very rapidly. An excerpt from a bariatric
surgery patient, who ended up in a substance abuse rehabilitation program, is
below.
• Although psychologists have traditionally been involved in the pre-surgical
assessment process, they might have a more important role in the
post-surgical phase, to help patients manage the dramatic shilts that can occur
in self-image, relationships and responses to alcohol and drugs.
"It's something of a 'perfect storm,"' Saules said. "You're suddenly unable to find

satisfaction from food after surgery. Then, you have to manage some pretty major
shifts in how you look and feel. And then you find that alcohol or drugs make you feel
really good ... So good that you can't stop using and life rapidly becomes
unmanageable."
Saules recognized that many people struggling with addiction never seek inpatient
treatment. She now is now trying to fully understand how common it is for bariatric
patients to experience alcohol and drug problems.
"People in trouble don't necessarily go to rehab," Saules said. "We talk to people and
they tell us, 'I can tell you five other people who are experiencing the same thing.
They just haven't checked themselves into treatment."'
The Eastern Michigan team presented its findings to the Society for Behavioral
Medicine in 2010 and 2011, and the American Society for Medical and Bariatric
Surgery. Preliminary findings are published in the medical journal, "Surgery for
Obesity and Related Disorders" (Nov. 2010, Vol. 6, No.6).
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In the 1980s, three words - "Just Say No!" - led the charge for school age children
when it came to fighting the growing problem of drug abuse.
May 10, 2011 issue
EMU conference shows
kids how to deal with
cyber bullying, other
online issues

By Ward Mullens

For current school age children dealing with the growing problem of sexting, phishing
(emails designed to obtain personal information), and cyber bullying (using
computers to threaten or harass), the new motto is - Stop. Think. Connect.
That's the message 400
high school students
received during the
"Cyber Security in the
21st Century"
conference at Eastern
Michigan University April
26.
Students from Ypsilanti,
Ann Arbor, Lenawee
County and Lapeer came
to EMU for the free
conference, sponsored
by AT&T, the Washtenaw
County Cyber
Citizenship Coalition, the
Department of
Homeland Security and DISCU SSING CYBER SECU RITY: Roberta Stempfley,
deputy assistant secretary for the national Office of
the EMU Center for
Academic Excellence in Cyber Security and Communications, makes a point
Information Assurance. during the "Cyber Security in the 21st Century"
conference that took place in the Student Center
Participants at the
Ballroom April 26. The conference addressed a
conference heard
number of issues, including digital tattoos,
several presentations
cyberbullying and Michigan law regarding the use of
about digital tattoos
computers in committing crimes.
(personal information on
the Internet), cyber
bullying, Michigan law regarding the use of computers in committing crimes, and how
to embrace technology with confidence.
Students also heard about the growing number of job opportunities that are available
in information assurance and other cyber-related fields.
"I think this is very useful because it creates awareness," said John Dignan, principal
for Lincoln Consolidated Schools. "For schools, it's hard. These things don't have to
happen on school grounds and, if the parents do find out, they don't know what to
do."
Dignan said that schools are starting to develop policies regarding online behavior to
help deal with an increasing number of cases related to cyberspace. Dignan said his
school has approximately 20 cyber incidents in a school year.
"I didn't realize there were so many new ways to get into trouble," said Congressman
John Dingell (D-15 th District). "Protecting our young people is very important and
Congress is addressing cyber threats with legislation."
"Cyber crime has surpassed illegal drugs in terms of making money," said Roberta
Stempfley, deputy assistant secretary for the Office of Cyber Security and
Communications.
Stempfley said that everyone needs to be responsible for helping to secure the
information available on the Internet.

"You need to own what you do (on the Internet)," said Stempfley. "You need to Stop.
Think. And Connect."
Stempfley also said that more than 1,000 jobs - in her area alone - will be added to
protect information in the future.
"We want them to think before they click," said Gerald "Skip" Lawver, coordinator of
the conference and a professor of information assurance at EMU. "It's as simple as
that."
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EMU nursing graduate
honored for research
about prostate cancer
in African American
men

--·---BJ

By Pamela Young

FOC

African-American men are more likely to develop prostate cancer than men of any
other race and are more likely to be diagnosed at an advanced stage, according to
the American Cancer Society.
These facts prompted Brenda Washington, an Eastern Michigan University nursing
graduate, to dig deeper in to the reasons why, and to see what can be done to lower
the statistics.
Washington, a
registered nurse and
recent EMU graduate,
recently won first-place
for her research,
entitled "African
American Men and
Prostate Cancer: The
Relationship of
Knowledge, Fear and
Intention to Screen," at
the Midwest Nursing
Research Society's 35th
Annual conference in
Columbus, Ohio in
March.
She received a plaque
for her Outstanding
Graduate Student
poster, and was invited
to submit a publication
to the Western Journal
of Nursing Research.

A NURSE DOES THE RESEARCH: Brenda Washington,
a registered nurse and recent EMU graduate, poses
with her poster reseaerch at the Midwest Nursing
"My main goal is to help Research Society's 35th Annual Conference in
make a positive impact Columbus, Ohio, during March. Her research, entitled
and difference in nursing "African American Men and Prostrate Cancer: The
Relationship of Knowledge, Fear and Intention to
through research and
Screen" won first place. Her award included a plaque
teaching " said
and an invitation to submit a publication to the
Washington who
Western Journal of Nursing Research.
graduated f�om EMU
with a master's degree
in nursing in December 2010. She currently teaches fundamentals of nursing at
Washtenaw Community College.
Researchers don't known why African-American men are at higher risk for both
developing the disease and dying from it, according to the American Cancer Society.
The chances for the group are higher even when education and income factors are
equal among races.
Washington surveyed 56 African-American men, ages 35-75, from churches and
barbershops in Southeast Michigan. Her study revealed some interesting findings:
Subjects who had more knowledge about prostate cancer had a significantly higher
intention of getting screened.
Fear of prostate cancer was low to moderate in her subjects and, therefore, was not
incredibly significant.
Nurses can play a key role in educating patients about their risks and about the
benefits of screening for early detection, treatment and a possible cure.
Screening may lead to a reduced mortality rate of prostate cancer and lessen the gap
between the races. Screenings recommended by the American Cancer Society include

the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) blood test and a digital rectal exam.
The end result showed that having knowledge about prostate cancer and the
importance of screening can promote a positive attitude about getting screened,
causing more men to take the test.
The Society recommends that African-American males educate themselves about this
disease, and, starting at the age of 45, get screened annually for prostate cancer.
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Eastern Michigan University senior Kevin Douglas, a student in the College of
Business, is one of 10 students from around the country recently awarded a nationally
recognized scholarship in supply chain management.
May 10, 2011 issue

EMU student Kevin
Douglas receives
Richter Scholarship in
supply chain
management

Douglas, from Kentwood, Mich., is a winner of the 2011 R. Gene Richter Scholarship.
Now in its eighth year, the Richter Scholarship Program is the largest collegiate
scholarship program in the field of supply chain management. Winners will be
recognized May 15 at an awards dinner that will take place during the Institute for
Supply Management's Annual International Conference and Educational Exhibit in
Orlando.

By Geoff Larcom

Douglas also is active outside of class. He will serve as captain of
the EMU diving team next season, and is a member of EMU's
Student Athletic Advisory Council and the Dean's Board of Student
Advisors at the College of Business (COB).
He was a key organizer of the college's Fifth Annual Ethos Week,
which took place in March and offered activities focused on ethical
issues in accounting, health care, law and retail.
After winning the award, Douglas spoke of the connection he feels
with faculty members at EMU.
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"I have been amazed at how dedicated, caring, and influential all
Douglas
of the professors at Eastern Michigan have been in my life," he
said. "I am happy to be part of a university that truly values the
voice of students, and where the professors and faculty are willing to go the extra
mile to ensure everyone reaches their fullest potential. "
"Kevin is one more example of the excellent students we have at the College of
Business," said COB Dean David Mielke. "The combination of a great student and a
great supply chain program led to Kevin's national recognition. "
After he completes his degree at EMU, Douglas said he plans a career in the field of
supply chain management, specifically in the lean/operational excellence area.
"Learning how to identify waste with cross-functional, continuous improvement teams
is something I really enjoyed while working in the manufacturing environment," he
said.
Douglas' high school summer jobs sparked his interest in supply chain management.
His duties included loading skids at manufacturing facilities for Amway Corporation,
then progressing to temporary assignments as an assembler and material handler.
He will return to Amway as an intern this summer.
Richter Scholars receive tuition assistance of up to $5,000, plus the benefits of an
executive mentor, which pairs the student with an established executive, and a junior
mentor, which pairs the student with a former Richter scholar.
The R. Gene Richter Scholarship Program was established and named in memory of
R. Gene Richter, who was a galvanizing force in the field of procurement. He led the
supply organizations at The Black & Decker Corporation, Hewlett-Packard and
International Business Machines (I BM).
For information on the R. Gene Richter Scholarship Program, visit
http://www.richterfoundation.org . For more information on the EMU supply chain
management program, visit http://www.scm.emich.edu/.
The Institute for Supply Management was founded in 1915, and seeks to lead and
serve the supply management profession. For more information, see the website at
www.ism.ws.
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Last summer, University Housing had two empty lots, and Lewis Savage had an idea.
May 10, 2011 issue
Exercise stations to
create healthy
environment near
campus fitness path

By

Amy

E. Whitesall

In the past week, the former rental property at the corner of Cornell and Ainsley
streets began its transformation to what Savage and others hope will become a
fitness hub for main and west campus. Physical plant employees have begun to install
the first stages of a fitness park on a grassy plot of land near the Autism Collaborative
Center and the entrance to the paved fitness path, which runs from Ainsley Street to
Hewitt Street, connecting east campus to west campus.
Savage, the assistant
housing director for
apartments, wanted to
create something that
would serve his tenants,
including fitness
conscious student
veterans and ROTC
members. The vacant
half-acre looked like the
perfect place for a little
fitness park - a place
where people could use
outdoor training stations
to piece together a
circuit workout.
When he mentioned the
OBSTACLE COURSE: Physical plant employees
idea to leasing staffer
(pictured, from left) Jeff Roulo, Chad Humble and
Evelynn Benn, the
G reg Meeks install an obstacle fence on a grassy plot
prospect gained legs.
of land near the Autism Collaborative Center and the
Benn, who is a runner,
suggested using the site entrance to the fitness path, which connects
east campus to west campus. During May, some
as the start and end
pieces of fitness equipment will be installed there to
point for a
create a small fitness park for the EMU community.
walking/running path.
And from that moment
flowed a rush of ideas that led to the "Get Fit" project.
Savage and Benn gathered support from the physical plant, the Olds-Robb Student
Recreation Center and the Student Affairs and Enrollment Management's Wellness
Committee. The groups developed a vision that includes an outdoor fitness center
with 20-30 pieces of workout equipment and three marked paths of varying
distances, with more fitness equipment at intervals along the paths. A posting board
would detail routes, distances and workout suggestions.
That, at least, is the vision. But reality comes with a $10,000 budget for now. So, the
initial phase of the project will include one marked walking path, the posting board
and about 10 pieces of outdoor workout equipment. Phase one should be complete
during May, Savage said.
"Some people didn't want to do a park because they didn't want to compete with the
city parks," Savage said. "But a lot of people in the area use the (path from Cornell to
Hewitt) to do exercise. We felt it was a little less controversial to do something with
students that the nearby community could take advantage of. We're trying to attract
people to live with us (in campus housing) and give them something to do. They don't
have to pay to do this."
Savage hopes the project will bring more people to the west campus corridor that's
home to Westview Apartments and many of EMU's athletic facilities. The area already
has a health and fitness vibe, with the rec soltball complex, a disc golf course and a
student garden nearby.

" It's something that makes sense for everybody," Savage said. " It helps us with
recruiting and keeping people. And it becomes an attraction to this whole area,
linking main campus and west campus."
Individual pieces of outdoor equipment can range from $500 to $5,000, so housing,
the physical plant, the Rec/IM and the wellness committee shared the start-up costs.
Initial equipment - pull-up bars, balance beams and sit-up boards - will be fairly
basic.
Savage said the first walking/running route will probably make a 3-to-4 mile loop
around west campus, taking advantage of the newly paved footpath from Cornell to
Hewitt, and new sidewalks along Huron River Drive, north of Scicluna Field, where
the EMU women's soccer team plays its matches. Other future loops might be as
short as half a mile, or somewhere in between.
The course itself, though, has lots of room to grow. The Cornell-to-Hewitt path
segment is part of the 35-mile Washtenaw County Border-to-Border Trail, which
bisects the county - roughly, from northwest to southeast - along the Huron River.
"The border-to-border trail is on the south side of this location, so there's really no
limit. We could loop clear over to St. Joe's and back," Savage said. "What we're doing
is just getting it started. . .. We're just cracking the door open so people can see how
cool it is. Hopefully, we can add a couple pieces a year down the road. "
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May 10, 2011 issue
EMU police officers act
quickly to save
custodian's life at EMU
Foundation

By Amy E. Whitesall

Late at night, while you're probably sleeping, custodian Walter Smith cleans the
Eastern Michigan University Foundation offices at 1349 S. Huron Street. He usually
works alone.
But on March 17, Smith wasn't feeling well, so he asked a friend to come along on the
job.
It more than likely saved his life.
Sometime after midnight, Smith collapsed in one of the offices. According to the
police report, Smith's friend, Sharon Stephenson, realized he wasn't breathing,
picked up an office phone and called 911, said EMU DPS Lt. Robert Heighes.
The EMU Foundation is located off-campus - and outside the jurisdiction of EMU's
Department of Public Safety. But the Foundation's landlines ring to the campus
police's 911 dispatcher (in this case, at 6:15 a.m.), who sent DPS officers Doug Wing
and Shanna Thompson to respond.
They arrived to find Smith unconscious, not breathing and cold to the touch.
Thompson started CPR, while Wing prepped the automated external defibrillator
(AED) he'd grabbed from their cruiser's trunk. After a shock from the AED and some
more CPR, Smith began to cough, and then breathe on his own. Paramedics arrived
and took him to St. Joseph Mercy Hospital. where he was treated and eventually
released.
"We're both just happy it turned out well, and happy we had the tool that allowed us
to help somebody," Wing said.
That tool is standard issue within EMU's Police Department, Thompson said. Every car
carries an AED, along with a CPR mask. Every officer goes through the four-hour
training to use the defibrillator, though neither she nor Wing had used one in the field
before that night, Thompson said.
The Washtenaw County Sheriff's Department, which normally would have received
the 911 call to that part of town, has AEDs. But they're not yet available in every car.
The AED is more than just portable power. Once it's hooked up to the victim, the AED
actually analyzes two types of cardiac waves and tells the responder how to proceed.
If it determines a shock is necessary, for example, the device will say so, along with,
" Please step back," in an electronic voice.
Then the device runs another analysis. In this case, it determined more CPR was the
best course of action.
"It's a very useful device," Wing said. "The sooner you can use an AED, the greater
the chance of survival."
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Twenty-three EMU
faculty receive
sabbatical leave
awards

By Jen Hawkins

Twenty-three Eastern Michigan University professors will take leave during 2011-2012
with sabbatical awards they have been granted to enhance their areas of study,
perform research or work on projects.
Grantees may take on various endeavors including community service, professional
development, program development or research, artistic, scholarly and creative
activities. They will receive either a one-semester leave with full pay or a
two-semester leave with half pay.
The purpose of the awards is to amplify the usefulness of the faculty member to the
institution, perform service on the local, state, national or international level; and/or
to bring prestige to the University.
Faculty members receiving one-semester sabbatical leaves with full pay are:
Gregg Barak, sociology, anthropology and criminology,
"Thelt of a Nation."
" I am very pleased to know that my work is appreciated and
that I will have the release time," said Barak, an EMU
professor of sociology, anthropology and criminology. "It frees
me up from all other obligations, so I can spend my time
working on, and hopefully completing, a book on the crimes of
Wall Street."
Cheryl M. Cassidy, English language and literature,
"Children and Empire (History of Feminism)."

Barak
Davika Dibya Choudhuri, leadership and
counseling, "Developing a Cross-National Collaboration to Provide
Counselor Training, Supervision and Service with Bhutan."

"I am quite excited about the award," said Chaudhuri, an associate
professor of leadership and counseling. "It gives me a chance to
use what I've learned about my program and my scholarship, as
well as practice and teaching in the ten years I've been at Eastern.
And to have the time and space to put it together, and strive to
build something somewhere else that will, in turn, benefit the
University."
Choudhuri

Jamin Eisenbach, biology, "Lepidopteran Wing-Scale Sockets: An
Investigation into Their Evolutionary and Structural Variation in
Butterflies and Moths."
Cory Emal, chemistry, "Design and Development of Novel
Depsides as Inhibitors of Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor-!
(PAl-1)."
Valerie Howells, health sciences, "Exploration and Analysis of a
Participatory Process Used in the Design of Natural Spaces
Surrounding a Partial Hospitalization Setting."
Allen Kurta, biology, "Something Wicked This Way Comes:
White-Nose Syndrome, Hibernating Bats and the End of the World
as I Know It."
Denise Pilato, technology studies, "Diffusion or Illusion: Women
Inventors at the 1893 World Columbian Exposition."
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Whitney Prince, music and dance, "Double Concerto for Clarinet,
Bassoon and Chamber Orchestra."
James Vandenbosch, biology, "RNA-Mediated Modulation of toxT

Expression in Vibrio Cholerae. "
Glenn Walker, biology, "Changes in Brain Volume and Structure
Associated with Specific Levels of Thiamine in Lake Trout
(Salvelinus Namaycush) Development."

Vandenbosch
half pay are:

Eboni Meil Zamani-Gallaher, leadership and counseling,
"Displaced Workers and 21st-Century Skills : Examining the Roles
of Community College in Mitigating the Effects of Globalization and
Joblessness in the Motor City. "
Faculty members receiving two-semester sabbatical leaves with

Gisela Ahlbrandt, mathematics, "Support Material for Quantitative Reasoning in
Mathematics."
Thomas Cullen, world languages, "Peace Corps Masters
Internationa I Project. "
Margaret Davis, art, "Suspended Naturalism: Paintings and
Drawings."
Xiaoxu Han, mathematics, "High Performance Tumor
Detection and Seamless Biomarker Discovery for
Heterogeneous Gene Expression Profiles: Algorithm Design,
Soltware Development and Book Writing. "
Judith Kullberg, political science, "The Development of
Russian Civil Society: A Case Study of the Samara Region."

Ahlbrandt

Jiang Lu, engineering technology, "A Study of Sustainable
Design in Traditional Cultures. "
Joanna McNamara, music and dance, "Dancing Into Media Literacy."
Julia Myers, art, "African American Artists in Detroit,
1940-1985 : From the Pen and Palette Club to Gallery 7 and
the National Council of Artists. "
Christine Tracy, English language and literature, "EMU News
Incubator Project. "
Marilyn Wedenoja, social work, "Research on the Outcome
Trends of a Family Education Program for Families in
Washtenaw County Coping with the Serious Mental Illness of a
Relative. "
Tracy

William Welsh, geography and geology, "Development of a
Research Program on the Integration of Remote Sensing and
Geographical Information Science for the Study of Domestic and International Socio
Ecologica I Systems. "
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EMU student Kristal
Davis to attend Ralph
Bunche Summer
Institute
By Jen Hawkins and Ron
Podell
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Kristal Davis
Linda Lewis-White
Andrew LaBarre
Pat Maiher
Alex Mandrila
EMU Residence Hall
Association
Turner Construction
Company. BFW &
Associates and EMU
Marcell Rose
EMU men's golf
team
EMU women's golf
Jessica Hemingway
Vanier Joseph
Ben Thayer
Aaron Sulzer Core
Phillips and Wes
Schroeder
Jay Higgins. Kamil
Janton and J. R.
Sims
EMU women's
swimming and
diving athletes
EMU men's
swimming and
diving athletes
EMU men's and
women's track and
field athletes

Kristal Davis, an Eastern Michigan University student majoring in political science,
has been chosen to participate in a national program designed to foster careers in
political science.
Davis, a junior from Detroit, will attend the Ralph Bunche
Summer Institute (RBS!) June 5 through July 7 at Duke
University in Durham, N.C. The program encourages
underrepresented groups of students to continue their
education and pursue academic careers in political science.
Davis is only the fifth Michigan student selected to participate
in the program since its inception in 1986.
Sponsored by the American Political Science Association
(APSA) and supported by a National Science Foundation
grant, the Institute helps students improve their writing,
research and analytical skills to give them a more
Davis
competitive edge. Davis will attend classes and workshops,
meet leading political scientists and learn more about political
science career opportunities.
The Institute is named after Ralph Bunche, a Nobel Prize winner and former APSA
president.
Linda Lewis-White, a professor in teacher education in EMU's College of
Education, has been selected as an outstanding advising award winner by the
profession's national association.
The National Academic Advising Association (NACADA) will honor Lewis-White, of
Ypsilanti, at the association's annual conference this fall, in Denver.
'fflll!The award is presented to
professionals who have
demonstrated outstanding
academic advising of
students or exceptional
administration of academic
advising. Lewis-White won in
the Faculty Academic
Advising category, which
includes scholars whose
primary responsibility is
teaching, but spend a portion
of their time advising
students.
"This award recognizes the
importance of the
collaboration between
professional advisers and
faculty advisers as they work to help students actualize their educational and career
aspirations," Lewis-White said.
Lewis-White

Lewis-White came to EMU in 1996, after 20 years of teaching experience in
elementary education in Texas, where she taught bilingual education in Dallas and
nearby Arlington.
At Eastern, Lewis-White has taught undergraduate and graduate courses in reading
instruction, including courses in linguistics and English as a second language teaching
methods.

She has worked with technology in the classroom for over 20 years and has also
worked with Michigan Department of Education in various capacities as the state
developed the standards for elementary teacher certification.
Lewis-White currently is the lead advisor for the Department of Teacher Education at
the EMU College of Education, and also works with area community colleges and in
advising transfer students.
Andrew LaBarre, a graduate student pursuing his master's degree in public
administration at Eastern Michigan University, was recently named the new vice
president of government relations for the Ann Arbor/Ypsilanti (A2Y) Regional
Chamber.

LaBarre, who has a bachelor's degree in political science
and religion from Wittenberg University, has joined the
chamber after serving in numerous positions in the office of
Congressman John Dingell. LaBarre worked as the
congressman's personal assistant/legislative
correspondent, campaign manager, field representative
and district administrator since 2005.
"We are very fortunate to have the talents and experience
of Andy joining the Chamber staff," said A2Y Chamber
Board Chair John Petz, of Domino Farms Park. "His
knowledge of the legislative process and the familiarity
with the political and business leaders of our community
will help us achieve our goal of further advancing the
Chamber's public policy voice and effectiveness in the
community."

La Barre

LaBarre has experience working as press assistant for U.S.
Senator Carl Levin and as an intern in the Office of U.S.
Representative Bart Stupak. He also has been active in his community, with
involvement in the Depot Town Community Development Corporation Advisory
Board, the 15th Congressional Democratic District Organization and the Washtenaw
County Democratic Party.
"Andy's expertise in the political arena will be key to his position here at the
Chamber," said A2Y Chamber President Diane Keller. "Andy will be advocating for
our members through his connections, comprehension of the relevant issues and
community knowledge. We are thrilled to have him join our team."
Pat Majher, who received her master's degree in
historic preservation from EMU, recently presented a
talk about her book "Ladies of the Lights: Michigan
Women in the Lighthouse Service." Majher gave her
presentation at the Milan Senior and Community Activity
Center April 20. Majher's book details the duties of a
lighthouse keeper, the special hardships they faced, and
what drew them to this particular line of work. Since
2007, Majher has been assistant director and curator of
the Michigan Women's Historical Center and Hall of
Fame in Lansing.
Alex

Mandrila, a recent EMU graduate with a
bachelor's degree in fine art, had his work, "Family
Setting," featured in "Love Issue," which is published by
Oitzarisme. Mandrila's body of work, utilizing pictures of
his own domestic setting to examine issues of fractured
identity, was developed during his junior and senior
years at EMU. Mandrila also took all of the photographs
used for the backgrounds on this site. The Love Issue is
located at http://love-issue.com/2011/04/loveissue3/.

The Eastern Michigan University Residence Hall Association won a number of

awards at the recent Michigan Organization of Residence Hall Associations
Conference, hosted by the University of Michigan March 18-20. Eastern's RHA sent
19 delegates and two advisers to the conference.

Eastern Michigan's
contingent was honored
with the following

awards: Commitment to
Philanthropy, Program of
the Year (Masque Rave
Ball), Most Improved
RHA of the Year and RHA
of the Year. Individual
awards went to Marisa
Zanotti for Family
Member of the Year and
Rebecca Figura as
Adviser of the Year. The
EMU delegation also won
the conference award for
Best School Display.
"Being recognized as
Most Improved RHA of
the Year speaks to the
involvement of all of the
residents this year, the
collaboration between
the leadership advisory
boards and the increase
in participation in all of
our events this year,"
said Mallory Apel, EMU's
RHA president.

HOUSING HELPERS: The EMU Residence Hall
Association was recently recognized at the April 14
Board of Regents meeting for honors received at
the Michigan Organization of Residence Hall
Associations Conference. Pictured (from left) are
EMU Regent Beth Fitzsimmons, EMU Housing
Director Rebecca Figura, Marisa Zanotti, Samantha
Stamper, EMU President Susan Martin, Mallory Apel
and Samantha Wilson.

Turner Construction Company, BEW & Associates and EMU were recognized

for a job well done at the 14th Annual Pyramid Awards.

T he team was honored for Eastern's new inflatable indoor Athletic Practice Facility,
considered one of the top construction projects in the Washtenaw County area last
year in the annual competition. EMU won first place for "Best Project Team" in the
category for new facilities costing between $3 million and $25 million.
The award represents the highest local recognition an organization in southeastern
Michigan can receive for collaborative efforts in designing and constructing a project.
Sponsored by the Washtenaw
Contractors Association, the
awards recognize exceptional
efforts in the areas of teamwork,
service and innovation. EMU beat
out four other nominated finalists
in this category with its $3.9
million facility that sits off Huron
River Drive.
"Receiving the 2011 Pyramid
Award for the 'Best Project Team'
is a recognition we all can be
proud of," said John Donegan,
EMU's chief of operations. "It
highlights
the collaboration that
IN THE BU BBLE: The EMU women's
was needed by the designers,
softball team practices in the inflatable
constructors and the owner i_n
Indoor Athletic Practice Facility. The
_
project was recently recognized during the making �.his very unique proJect a
success.
14th Annual Pyramid Awards.
The Pyramid Award winners are
selected by an independent jury composed of a cross-section of industry experts
from outside the southeast Michigan area. T his year's judging took place in
Washington D.C.
To win, a project must involve a high level of cooperation between the owner,
architect and contractor that resulted in a noteworthy improvement in some aspect
of the project, such a quality, budget, completion time or safety record.
Marcell Rose, a redshirt junior defensive back at Eastern Michigan University will

attend the NCAA Career in Sports Forum in Indianapolis, Ind. June 12-15.

The forum is a four-day event through which
selected student-athletes will explore careers
in sports, with a primary focus on
intercollegiate athletics. The NCAA will cover
airfare, lodging and meals. Through the use of
dual tracks, participants will examine the key
functions of a coach or administrator within
sports. Foundational skills, such as
communication, networking, recruiting,
transitioning, budgeting and managing culture
Rose
will be covered.
In this year's process, the NCAA received more than 1,100 nominations and 850
completed applications. Upon review by the selection committee, 303 student
athletes were chosen to participate in 10 sport-specific coaching tracks and one
administration track.
Rose, a 5-foot-9-inch, 188-pounder, earned two letters for the Eagles after
redshirting as a freshman in 2008. He started all 12 games at a defensive
cornerback position in 2010 and finished fourth on the team in total tackles with 56.
He had also six pass deflections, one interception for 27 yards, and recovered two
fumbles.
Brent Ohrman and Zack Leonard, members of EMU's baseball team, were
named ot the 2011 Capital One Baseball Academic All-District IV First Team May 5.
Ohrman, a junior outfielder named to the first team, will go on the ballot for
Academic All-American recognition. Leonard, a senior outfielder, picked up Second
Team All- District honors for the second time in his career.

Ohrman, who carries a 3.8 GPA in sports management, has started all 45 games
(through May 5) for the Eagles this season. He leads the Mid-American Conference
in hits with 67 and is batting .354. Leonard, who has a 3.77 GPA in exercise science,
also has played all 45 games. He leads the team with a .369 batting average and 44
runs scored.
The EMU men's golf team, which recently finished third in the Mid-American

Conference Men's Golf Championship, received some postseason honors. Senior

Nick Carbary was named to the All-MAC Second Team and to the All-MAC
Tournament Team. Freshman Brian Churchill-Smith was named Co-Freshman of

the Year and made the All-MAC Second Team.

The EMU women's golf team, which finished second in the
Mid-American Conference Women's Golf Championship, picked
up a bevy of postseason honors. Sarah Johnson was named
to the MAC All-Tournament Team and All-MAC First Team after
becoming the first Eagle to claim medalist honors at the MAC
Championships.
Darby Peters garnered All-MAC Second Team accolades;
Alyssa Kwon was named Freshman of the Year; and Robin
Scott took home the Sportswoman of the Year Award. Head
Coach Sandy Wagner earned Coach of the Year accolades for

Johnson

the second time in her career.

Ben Thayer, a senior tight end on EMU's football team, keeps
adding to his 2010 award-winning year. The National Football Foundation and
College Hall of Fame named him to its 2011 NFF Hampshire Honor Society May 4.
Currently in its fifth year of existence, the society is comprised of college football
players from all divisions who have maintained a cumulative GPA of 3.2 or better.
Thayer has a 3.6 GPA as a math-secondary education major.

He also recently was presented the Tony Sablowski Award. The award is presented
annually to a Mid-American Conference athlete who excels in academics and
community involvement. Thayer received the award at the 23rd Annual Wolverine
Human Services "Helping Children to be Victors" awards banquet and dinner at the
Inn at St. John's in Plymouth April 8.
During his time at EMU, Thayer was involved in a number of community service
initiatives. He volunteered for four years at St. Joseph's Mercy Hospital, visiting and
interacting with the pediatric unit of the hospital. Thayer also was active with the
YMCA "Healthy Kids Day" outreach program, the "Stretch with the Eagles" program
and the "Read to Achieve" program, in which he read children's books to local

elementary students while emphasizing the importance of education and hard work.
Jessica Hemingway, a senior on EMU's women's track and field team, recently

broke the school outdoor pole vault record. During the Mt. SAC Relays in Walnut
Calif. April 17, Hemingway cleared a height of 13-111/4, breaking her existing
outdoor record. At the time, her vault ranked eighth nationally.

Vanier Joseph, a junior at Eastern Michigan

University and second year men's track
athlete, was named a Second Team
All-American in the 60-meter high hurdles by
the NCAA April 7. This followed his 16th-place
overall performance at the NCAA Indoor meet
in March.

Joseph, who has won all three of the
Mid-American Conference hurdle
Joseph
championships in which he has competed,
advanced to the national meet a�er posting a
time of 7.75 seconds at the MAC Championships, good for an 11th seed at nationals.
He finished with a time of 7.89 seconds in the preliminary race at nationals, which
put him in 16th place.
"This is certainly a wonderful accomplishment, honor and source of pride for Vanier,
Coach (Chris) Huffins and EMU Track and Field," said John Goodridge, EMU's men's
head track and field and cross country head coach.
Aaron Sulzer, a sophomore, and
juniors Corey Phillips and Wes
Schroeder were recently named
to the 2011 Academic All-MAC
Wrestling team. T his marks the
second straight year that EMU has
received at least two selections on
the Academic All-MAC squad and
the fourth time in the last five
years with multiple wrestlers
named
to the team.
'"--'-----'

The Academic All-MAC team is
made up of student-athletes that
have excelled in athletics and
academics during the current
season. To qualify, a student
athlete must have a minimum
cumulative GPA of 3.20 and have
participated in at least 50 percent of the contests for their particular sport. First-year
students and junior college transfers in their first year of residence are not eligible
for the award.
MAKING THE G RADE: (from left) Eastern
Michigan University wrestlers Aaron
Sulzer, Wes Schroeder and Corey Phillips
were named to the Academic All-MAC
wrestling team.

Jay Higgins, Kamil Janton and J.R. Sims, members of EMU's men's basketball

team, were recently selected to the Academic All-MAC Honorable Mention team.
Higgins is a psychology major with a 3.35 GPA; Janton has a 3.31 GPA in political
science; and Sims is a sports management major with a 3.58 GPA.

Briana Emig, Elisa Torres, Chelsea Allard and Kelly Hendricks were recently
named to the 2010-11 Women's Swimming and Diving Academic All-MAC team.
Emig, a psychology major with a 3.82 GPA, and Torres, also a psychology major,
with a GPA of 3.81, were named to the Academic All-MAC squad. Allard, a
communications major with a 3.48 GPA, and Hendricks, biology major with a 3.36
GPA, earned honorable mention.
Justin Griggs, Ricky Linder, Gilles Renard, Andrew Saunders, Connor
Christie, Jeffrey Craig, Jake Heyblom and Dave Stefl were recently named to

the Men's Swimming and Diving Academic All-MAC team April 12. Griggs
(psychology major with a 4.0 GPA), Linder (finance major with a 3.93 GPA), Renard
(physics research major with a 3.9 GPA) and Saunders (finance major with a 3.9
GPA) were named to the Academic All-MAC squad. Christie (exercise science major
with a 3.66 GPA), Craig (3.21 GPA), Heyblom (finance major with a 3.66 GPA) and
Stefl (special education major with a 3.43 GPA) earned honorable mention.
Terefe Ejigu, Matt

2010-11 ACADEMIC ALL-MAC

Hammersmith, Rachel
Quaintance, Lauren
Quaintance, and Courtney
Calka , all Eastern Michigan
University track athletes, were
recently named to the 2010-11
Academic All-MAC Indoor Track
and Field Team. On the men's side,
nine athletes were awarded the
honor, while 30 were selected for
the women's team.

ACADEMIC ENDU RANCE: (from left)
Ejigu is an international affairs
Eastern Michigan University track and field
major with a 3.22 GPA, while
athletes Terefe Ejigu, Matt Hammersmith,
Hammersmith is a physical
Lauren Quaintance, Rachel Quaintance
education major with a 3.85 GPA. and Courtney Calka were recently named
Lauren Quaintance is an
to the Academic All-MAC Track Indoor
elementary education
Track and Field Team.
mathematics major with a 3.8
GPA. Her sister, Rachel
Quaintance, is an elementary education- integrated science major with a 3. 97 GPA.
Calka is an exercise science major with a 4.0 GPA.
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The following Eastern Michigan University employees will be celebrating service
anniversaries during May.
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Fifteen EMU employees
celebrate service
anniversaries in May

Dian Henson, budget records
administrator, university budget office (37
years)

By Jen Hawkins

Sandra Tanner, administrative associate,
college of education-academic services (37
years)
Janet Moody, graduation auditor, office of

the registrar (36 years)

Mary Schmaltz, administrative secretary,

continuing education (36 years)

Tanner
Mary Vielhaber, professor, management

(34 years)
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Priscilla Hall, senior secretary,
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Edith Jackson, senior secretary,
chemistry (20 years)
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Vielhaber (far right)

Lanh Tran, senior processor, admissions

(20 years)
15 Years

Jeff Van Haren, custodian, custodial services (15 years)
10 Years
Latifa Bradwell, business consultant,
Small Business Development Center (10
years)
Tracey Buhinicek, customer service

representative, Children's Institute (10
years)
Reuben Green, custodian, custodial
services (10 years)

Hall

Shannon Hamel, digital preservation

assistant, Halle Library (10 years)

Wendy Thomas, associate regional

director, Small Business Development Center (10 years)

.

Tim White, swimming pool attendant, recreation/intramural office

(10 years)
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HONORED ALUMNI: Six Eastern Michigan University alumni were honored at the SOth Annual Alumni
Awards Dinner, which took place at the Ypsilanti Marriott at EagleCrest May 7. They are (from left)
Earle Higgins Sr. (Distinguished Alumnus), Erik Henriksen (Alumnus Achievement), David Coverly
(Alumnus Achievement), Kathy Tinney (Dr. John W. Porter Distinguished Service Award), Brandon
Jessup (Outstanding Young Alumnus) and Robert Murkowski (Outstanding Young Alumnus). The
event included a reception, a dinner and awards ceremony.
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The following are news briefs about important activities and events happening at
Eastern Michigan University.
May 10, 2011 issue
News Briefs
By Ron Podell
• Bowen parking lot to
be resurfaced
• EagleChat instant
messaging
• WEMU to carry
statewide call-in
program with Gov
Snyder
• The Girl in
Centerfield
• Fast Track sessions
scheduled
• Wollack joins EMU
Foundation Board
• Connelly Scholarship
for Commuter
Students available
• Student
Government hiring
for fall 2011
• Football hosts skills
clinic for women
• Inkstains Summer
Writing Camp

• Bowen parking lot to be
resurfaced: The surface
parking lot at Bowen Field
House is closed through July
24 for a total reconstruction
of the lot. Alternate parking
for staff and events that
normally use the Bowen Lot
will be in the nearby parking
structure. For more
information or to answer
questions, call the EMU
Physical Plant at 487-4196.
• EagleChat instant
messaging: In its simplest MOVING EARTH: The Bowen p_arking lot�
sc�aped down to the �arth, will be rebuilt
form, instant messaging
th
�s summer. The lot 1s expected to reopen
ate
allows
(IM)
immedi
communication between you 5 m late July.
and another person by
transmitting a text message from one computer to another. Using public IM
systems such as AIM, Google Talk, and Yahoo! to conduct business leaves
university-owned data vulnerable to thelt. The Division of IT is utilizing
EagleChat, a secure IM environment that is available only to those associated
with EMU, to reduce these risks. To get started using EagleChat, visit
http://www.emich.edu/training/im/content/index.php. For more information
or to schedule a group training session, contact Kathy Robertson a 487-2666
or e-mail krobertsol@emich.edu.
• WEMU to carry statewide call-in program with Gov. Snyder: Governor
Rick Snyder will take questions on schools, gthe budget and the economy
from public radio listeners across Michigan Friday, May 13, 9-10 a.m., on
stations, including WEMU, of the Michigan Public Radio Network. Listeners
may phone in thier questions during the broadcast or e-mail them in advance
to ask the gov@mpm.org.
The Girl in Centerfield:"The Girl in
Centerfield," the amazing story of Carolyn
King, the girl who broke down Little League's
gender barrier in 1973, is coming to Eastern
Michigan University's Pease Auditorium May
21. The acclaimed documentary by
Emmy-nominated filmmakers Brian Kruger
and Buddy Moorehouse of Stunt3 Multimedia
will be shown at 7 p.m. The event also will
feature an appearance by King, the pioneering
baseball player from Ypsilanti whose lawsuit
convinced Little League to drop its boys-only
policy that year. King will answer questions
from the audience following the showing, and
- also will be available for autographs and
photographs alter the show. Tickets are $10,
and are available online at www.emutix.com
L.':=...--.....;..--.....;;;;,,,,;,====lor by calling 487-2282.
Carolyn King in 1973

• Fast Track sessions scheduled: Students,
already admitted as first-year students who
plan to attend EMU this fall, need to sign up for a Fast Track session. During

Fast Track, students will be able to register for fall classes, learn about EMU's
general education requirements, meet with advising staff about class
schedules, get a photo taken for their student ID, meet with various campus
offices and learn about financial aid, support services and housing. Each Fast
Track session begins with check-in at 9 a.m. and ends at approximately 3: 15
p.m. Upcoming Fast Track sessions are scheduled May 19, 24, 26, 27; and
June 2, 3, 7, 9, 10, 14, 16 and 17. To schedule a visit, call 1-800-468-6368.
For more information, go to http : //www.emich.edu/admissions/underqrad
/first year/fasttrack. php.
• Wollack joins EMU Foundation Board:

Judith Wallack, CEO and clinical coordinator of
Wolverine Human Services, was recently
elected a member of the Eastern Michigan
University Foundation Board of Trustees. She
resides in Novi, Mich., and will serve a
three-year term as a volunteer. Wallack
received her bachelor's degree from Concordia
University and a master's degree from Wayne
State University, before joining Wolverine
Human Services in 1987. Wallack also served
on the Northville School Board of Trustees for
eight years.

The Wallack family has played an active role at EMU
for several years. Judith's husband, Robert Wallack, Wollack
received an honorary degree in social work from
EMU and served as an adjunct professor in social
work. He and Judith have established the Robert Wallack and Family Endowed
Scholarship at EMU to help fund graduate students in the School of Social Work. In
1999, Wolverine Human Services established a scholarship in the EMU College of
Health and Human Services.
• Connelly Scholarship for Commuter Students available: The Connelly

Scholarship For Commuter Students is now available. The goal of the
scholarship is to support the retention and success of EMU commuter students
by encouraging their involvement and learning in life beyond the classroom.
The scholarship is open to undergraduate commuter students enrolled at least
half-time who will commit to seek active involvement on campus in the
upcoming year. The one-time scholarship award is for $250 for the academic
year. Several recipients will be rewarded each year. The scholarship is offered
by Jeffrey A. Connelly, an alumnus of EMU and a former member of the EMU
Foundation Board of Trustees. Connelly was a commuter student while he
attended EMU. The deadline for all applications is May 20. For scholarship
criteria and to download an application, go to http: //emich.edu/campuslife
/commuter-life/services

• Student Government hiring for fall 2011: Student Government is hiring

for student director positions open to all students who are enrolled at least
part-time for fall 2011. All applications must be an Eastern Michigan
University student for the entire 2011-2012 academic year, with good
academic and judicial standing. Applications are due May 20 by 5 p.m.
Applications and online forms can be found at
emustudentgov.org/employment. For more information please contact
Student Government at 487-1470 or e-mail student.government@emich.edu.
Football hosts skills clinic for
women: Eastern Michigan

G RIDIRON GALS: The EMU football
coaching staff and players host the Third
Annual EMU Football Skills Clinic for

University Head Football Coach Ron
English and his players and
coaching staff invite all female
football fans to the Third Annual
EMU Football Skills Clinic for
Women June 17, 5: 30-9 p.m., at
Rynearson Stadium. The program
will include skill development
stations with players and coaches
covering all three phases (offense,
defense and special teams) , a film
strategy sessions and
demonstrations by the EMU

equipment and sports performance
staffs. Participants are encouraged
to wear comfortable shoes and
workout attire. A light dinner will
be provided. Registration for the event is $25 per person ($15 for EMU
students) and includes a meal, a clinic T-shirt and photo opportunities with
English and his coaches. Every participant also will receive a ticket to EMU's
2011 home opener against Howard University. For more information, contact
Jenny Scherer at 487-7859 or e-mail ischerer@emich.edu.

Women June 17, 5: 30-9 p.m., in
Rynearson Stadium.

• Inkstains Summer Writing Camp: The Eastern Michigan Writing Project
(EMWP) is pleased to announce Inkstains, a summer writing camp for middle
and high school students, on the campus of EMU. The middle school writer's
camp is scheduled July 11-1 5. The high school writer's camp is scheduled July
18-22. The camp runs Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.; and
Friday, 9 a.m. to noon. The cost of the camp is $140. For more information or
to request a brochure and application, please contact Kim Pavlock, EMWP
Youth and Family Programs Coordinator, at kpavlock@emich.edu.
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Autism has been in every minute of my life. I had a brother with autism who passed away in 2009. I came to
Eastern Michigan University because I had a chance to develop an autism spectrum disorders (ASD) master's
program here. And, since Eastern turns out more educators in the U.S. than any other school, what better than to
develop a program at EMU to work with students who want to support people with autism. Where better to impact
a lot of students.
I came here in the fall of 2006 and fell in love with my job. Everyone here is so nice and pleasant. Since I got here,
I have felt at home. The people around me love teaching and the campus is so warm. It's a big school with a small
school feel. I am very happy and grateful to be working here.
I teach SPGN 395 (Children, Adolescents and Young Adults with Disabilities: School, Family and Community), SPGN
461 (Classroom Management and Intervention Strategies for Students With Disabilities) and SPGN 615 (Families,
Disability and Schools: Collaborating for Success). My goal is to make sure all of my future teachers understand
what autism is and to make them comfortable with it.
I also am faculty at the Autism Collaboration Center at Eastern. I developed our program, KIDPOWER, to help
siblings and friends of those with autism better understand it. I also lead an academic support program at the
center, where our students come in and work with autistic children on basic skills.
(In addition), I spend time at the Souris Valley Special Services Unit (SVSS) in Minot, N.D. (The SVSS provides
effective teaching and responsive learning to students with unique learning styles). I coordinate and teach some of
the ASD classes for teachers in Minot to (help them) receive their master's degree in autism spectrum disorders.
The program is paid for by SVSS, so their teachers and staff can gain expertise in ASD from EMU faculty. It's really
exciting for Eastern.
We have a different breed of students. Our students are the hardest working around. They have a blue-collar work
ethic and everyone here seems to have a job-and-a-half. They don't expect to be handed anything.
(If I were to give some words of wisdom to our students), I would tell them if they do what they love and stay true
to their heart, they will become wonderful professionals in their chosen field. - By Jen Hawkins

